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**Proposal Title**
468

**Final Semester of Project**
Spring 2020

**Requested Amount of Funding**
18500 $

**Type of Grant**

Narendrapurapu, Beulah - #3390
No-or-Low-Cost-to-Students Learning Materials

Course Title(s)
Comprehensive General Chemistry

Course Number(s)
CHEM 1310

Team Member 1 Name
Beulah Narendrapurapu

Team Member 1 Email
bnarendrapurapu@georgiasouthern.edu

Team Member 2 Name
Debanjana Ghosh

Team Member 2 Email
dghosh@georgiasouthern.edu

Team Member 3 Name
Arpita Saha

Team Member 3 Email
asaha@georgiasouthern.edu

Team Member 4 Name
Leah Williams

Team Member 4 Email
lcwilliams@georgiasouthern.edu

Additional Team Members (Name and email address for each)
Dawn Cannon-Rech
dcannonrech@georgiasouthern.edu

Sponsor Name
Will Lynch

Sponsor Title
Chair of the Department

Sponsor Department
Chemistry and Biochemistry

Original Required Commercial Materials (title, author, price)
1) Homework and e-Text: Chemistry, The Central Science 14th ed.by Brown/Lemay/Bursten/Murphy/Woodward/Stoltzfus with Modified Mastering Chemistry
2) iClicker2
Average Number of Students per Course Section Affected by Project in One Academic Year
125

Average Number of Sections Affected by Project in One Academic Year
5

Total Number of Students Affected by Project in One Academic Year
624

Average Number of Students Affected per Summer Semester
48

Average Number of Students Affected per Fall Semester
384

Average Number of Students Affected per Spring Semester
192

Original Total Cost per Student
180

Post-Project Cost per Student
35

Post-Project Savings per Student
145

Projected Total Annual Student Savings per Academic Year
90480

Using OpenStax Textbook?
Yes

Project Goals
Georgia Southern University has a total enrollment of over 20,000 undergraduate students and we take pride in the fact that it is ranked #2 in Affordable Colleges in Georgia in 2018 and is in the top 25 producers of ACS certified BS degrees in Chemistry. However, for an average undergraduate student enrolled into the Freshman Year, the cost of textbooks and supplies can be shocking. The goal of our project is to create affordable and robust major-oriented textbook materials for the lecture portion of the Comprehensive General Chemistry course (CHEM 1310) for engineering majors. The College Board estimates that an average undergraduate student expenditure is approximately $1,200 on textbooks and supplies and the costs for engineering majors are even higher. Financial aid statistics in US News reports that 47.8% of the students at Georgia Southern university rely on self-help aid and there are still 31% of students who have unmet financial needs. Therefore, providing a low-cost or free-of-cost textbook option to students will not only decrease financial stress but also improve student learning by ensuring that students have access to course materials starting from the beginning of the semester.

While student savings is one of our goals for this project, our motivation for creating transformed textbook materials come from the need for material that focusses on engineering chemistry in the “Comprehensive General Chemistry” course (CHEM 1310), a required one-semester general chemistry course for Engineering majors. A majority of the general chemistry textbooks are not written from the perspective of teaching Engineering Majors and there is no open educational resource (OER) on general chemistry for Engineering Majors. Many students lack motivation to excel when the course objectives do not appear applicable to their academic major. Also, the layout of traditional general chemistry textbooks designed for a two-semester schedule is not compatible with a condensed one-semester course. Also, Students with financial constraints delay buying the textbook which is critical for them to stay on course. This calls for a dire need for collection and reorganization of material suited to the students enrolled in the course.

The main goals of this project are to:

1. Provide no-cost curriculum-based resources and supplemental materials in the form of online libguides hosted on the University’s library website.
2. Create homework problems and quizzes compatible with the reformed textbook on the low-cost Sapling digital homework system.
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Statement of Transformation
This proposal emphasizes a renovation and complete organization of course material for general chemistry curriculum for engineering majors (CHEM 1310) at Georgia Southern University’s Statesboro campus; this is a one-semester required science course for engineering majors. Every year, a total of approximately 576 students enroll for the Fall and Spring semesters, and with an additional enrollment of 48 students during the Summer term.

It is no secret that these days majority of students prefer to shuffle internet to get all the required understanding or information in order to prepare for the tests and/or assignments. They hardly consider printed text-book to look for answers. It is largely because of the convenience of searching an answer on a digital platform as compared to printed textbook. Over the years, we have observed that e-text book cannot be considered as an effective alternative since students are reluctant to look for any specific information since the existing e-textbook also does not provide interactive tool for learning and metacognition. In a survey conducted in Fall 2017, less than 40% of the students reported buying the e-text for the course. Choosing an alternative textbook written solely for Engineering majors (“Chemistry for Engineering Majors” by Tom Holme) in one summer semester did not help either and students reported preferring online no-cost interactive tutorials. Also, we have often observed that at the beginning of the semester, students have difficulties arranging all the study materials due to their financial constraints and they largely rely on lecture materials to get through the process. In most occasions, for the mid-tier or struggling students, only PowerPoint lecture materials are not sufficient which is sadly reflected in the retention and DF rates (30-45% DWF rates). Studies also corroborate that not purchasing textbook increase the chance of failure or withdrawal from the course4. We would like to propose a complete organization of our study materials through a very cost effective alternative as compared to the current curriculum.

The proposal aims to replace the text book with guided and structured online supplemental materials hosted under the university library resources. These materials are designed in such a way that students will be encouraged to look into the materials for relevant information and guidance rather than incoherent probing of the internet. The foundational course materials will be developed based on learning objectives for each chapter and the material will be curated from Open Educational Resources (OER) (https://www.oercommons.org/ including OpenStax). Additional inquiry-based learning resources with problem sets keeping engineering majors in mind will be provided by project team members. The greatness of OER materials with creative common open licenses, lies in the facts that we can reuse, recreate, reorganize and reapply as it fits to our required curriculum. Also a point to be noted is that all the examples so far published online, are largely focused on science majors and/or nursing majors. In our proposal, we would like to create several examples suitable for engineering majors and we eventually like to publish our materials for better good and for larger audience. These free supplemental materials will emphasize guided inquiry and provide all the relevant information to various forms of problem solving including videos & interactive simulations for key learning objectives of the course material. Transformation of the current, traditional general chemistry text-book for engineering majors to a no-cost course material will provide students online access to the aforementioned course materials from day-1 of the course with the aim of improving student learning and engagement.

In the Fall and Spring semesters, the course is taught in two large lecture classes (~192 students per class in Fall and 96 students per class in Spring). Currently, the courses uses an e-text (Chemistry, The Central Science 14th ed. by Brown/ Lemay/ Bursten/ Murphy/ Woodward/ Stoltzfus) integrated with the Modified Mastering Chemistry homework platform. The cost of the homework with e-text access code is $124. The large lecture classes also make it necessary for instructors to add effective formative assessment tools such as iClicker2 which add significantly to student costs for the lecture course to $180 ($56 being the cost of the iClicker2). With the reformed no-cost textbook
and low cost homework system (Sapling), the cost reduces to $35 per student including a similar formative assessment tool, iClicker Reef (the tool costs only $5 when bought along with Sapling homework platform). The Sapling homework system is integrated with OpenStax which is where most of the material for our transformation will be curated from. This would mean a significant savings of $145 per student for the lecture portion of the course. Switching to reformed text book materials integrated with less expensive digital homework platform and custom-made supplemental learning materials will surely provide a low-cost, wholesome learning experience to all our engineering majors enrolled in CHEM 1310.

Students will be able download all our created course materials. There is an ongoing dichotomy of opinion regarding the preference of printed text vs digital text. One study has shown that capabilities such as annotation, bookmarking, hypertexts and highlighting available for digital text emphasize aspects of learning such as recall, comprehension and retention of information. In order to account for useful digital capabilities as well as to give students a printed option, we will make the online materials print-friendly as well as have “download as pdf” functions.

Undoubtedly, stakeholders affected by such transformation will be largely students enrolled in CHEM 1310 and faculty teaching the course. As mentioned above, the transformation shall provide financial savings to students. Use of formatted and structured no-cost (or low cost) study materials shall provide a uniform learning and teaching experience to all our 624 students taught by any number of faculties. The outcome of this proposal will encourage faculties to use such study materials for other general chemistry curriculum for science and nursing majors at GSU’s Statesboro campus, since, currently, general chemistry curriculum is heavily focused on using high-cost, traditional text-book with digital homework system. We truly believe, that this ALG grant will provide a new pathway to our department of Chemistry and Biochemistry’s Statesboro campus to reconsider a cost effective and uniform learning experience to all our students enrolled into general chemistry curriculum. Finally, the benefit of using library subscription and OER in creating low-cost model lies in the proper utilization of university’s library resources which no doubt adds values to institutional investments along with the availability of most up-to-date content for our new proposed curriculum.
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Transformation Action Plan
Currently, there is no open access material dedicated only to the engineering students studying general chemistry. However, there are some open resources available for introductory chemistry course. We, as a team, strive towards that goal to compile necessary contents of Chemistry for Engineers that will replace the textbook for CHEM 1310 course. The contents will be curated from OpenStax and other Open Access Resources designed for General Chemistry. Our focus will be to select and modify material in a way that is relevant to Engineering majors in terms of both approach and examples. The curated material will be presented as libguides and students will be able to access the contents through Georgia Southern University’s GALILEO library facility. Additional supplemental materials such as guided problem sets and lecture guides will also be provided. Homework assignments that match with the reformed textbook materials will be created on the Sapling platform.

OpenStax provides two open access books for Principles of Chemistry. The book, “Chemistry” is the most suited one for CHEM 1310 course and we intend to use that book as our primary resource (https://openstax.org/details/books/chemistry). Most of the contents of the book are adequate to deliver information on the related topics. However, some modifications will be made to meet the requirements of the course suitable for engineering students. For some topics, other open access resources that have a better presentation of content will be used.

Typically, in general chemistry, “Equilibrium”, “acids-base equilibrium” and “additional aspects of equilibrium” are taught as three separate chapters. However, in our transformed syllabus content, the three chapters will be consolidated into one chapter. The latter two chapters are applications of equilibrium concepts and a similar consolidation is used in the textbook “Chemistry for Engineering Majors” by Tom Holme. This modification will help the engineering majors to identify the primary concept and apply it for solving problems related to several practical applications such as preparation of buffer solutions for dyeing fabrics and treating industrial waste.

For the CHEM 1310, following chapters will be included from OpenStax:

1. New Chapter 1: Matter and Measurements
   Contents will be selected and edited from OpenStax Chapter 1: Essential Ideas.

2. New Chapter 2: Atoms, Molecules and Ions
   Will be used with minor editions to OpenStax Chapter 2

3. New Chapter 3: Chemical Reactions, Mole Concept and Stoichiometry
   Contents will be selected and edited from Chapter 3 and 4 from OpenStax.

4. New Chapter 4: Thermochemistry
   Contents will be selected and edited from OpenStax Chapter 5: Thermochemistry

5. New Chapter 5: Gases
   Selected and edited from Chapter 9: Gases from OpenStax

   Selected and edited from Chapters 10 and 11 from OpenStax.

7. New Chapter 7: Chemical Kinetics
   Will be used with minor editions to Chapter: 12 from OpenStax.

8. New Chapter 8: Chemical Equilibrium and its Applications
The team comprises of four faculty members, Dr. Beulah Narendrapurapu (BN), Dr. Debanjana Ghosh (DG), Dr. Arpita Saha (AS), Dr. Leah Williams (LW) and a library liaison, Ms. Dawn Cannon-Rech (DC). The faculties, BN, DG have taught CHEM 1310 (as well as other Principles of Chemistry courses) and BN is the coordinator for the CHEM 1310 course. AS and LW have taught Principles of Chemistry I and II (CHEM 1211K and 1212K) and Survey of Chemistry I (CHEM 1151) courses multiple times at Georgia Southern University.

Under the leadership of BN, the team will share responsibilities as follows:

- BN, DG and LW will be primarily involved in curating, creating and organizing reformed textbook and supplemental materials for the course. The faculty will be involved in creating bridges between any curated materials collected from two different resources and establishing continuity. They will be responsible for designing qualitative and quantitative evaluations of the transformation, gathering data and dissemination of the resources to faculty at Georgia Southern University and at professional conferences.
- LW will be involved in assisting with Institutional Review Board (IRB) applications for data collection, editing the transformed materials and providing assessment advice.
- DC will be involved in compiling the materials into libguides and for creating open-access to CHEM 1310 students.

The transformation will involve the following steps:

**Organize:**

1. Identify chapter learning goals and group concepts within chapters to create a skeleton for the lib-guides (responsible personnel: BN, DG).

**Reformed textbook chapters (as libguides):**

1. Curate the course chapters by extracting information from OpenStax and other Open Educational Resources. Curate and create examples that are relevant to the needs of engineering students (responsible personnel: BN, DG, AS).
2. Edit the created content (responsible personnel: LW).
3. Arrange these reformed materials as libguides for easy student access (responsible personnel: DC).

**Supplementary materials:**

- v. Create guided numerical problems with solutions and also self-assessment questions with hints for each chapter as part of supplementary material (responsible personnel: BN, DG, AS).
1. Create PowerPoint slides that align with the redesigned content for use by instructors teaching CHEM 1310 (responsible personnel: BN, DG).
2. Create lecture guides for chapters (responsible personnel: BN).
3. Edit and provide all the supplemental material also as libguides (responsible personnel: LW, DC).

Homework:

1. Explore Sapling digital platform and create relevant homework problems that align with the newly designed course material (responsible personnel: BN, DG, AS).

IRB and Data Collection:

- x. Apply for IRB for collecting pre- and post- transformation data. Administer student surveys in CHEM 1310 course (responsible personnel: LW, BN).

Quantitative & Qualitative Measures
The satisfaction of the students will be measured by asking students to fill out surveys with questions related to how helpful the open access materials were in the learning of material and preparation for exams. In order to properly compare the current satisfaction of students using a textbook with satisfaction of students who would use libguides in the future, the PI will ask students to answer the following questions at the end of semesters before transformation (Fall 2019) and semesters after transformation (Spring 2020, Fall 2020).

Example of questions that will be asked before transformation (as multiple choice)

1. Did you buy the textbook for the course? Yes/No
   If Yes, when was the textbook bought?
   Week-1 week-2 week-3 week-4 later in the semester
2. I read the textbook to understand the course material ("textbook" will be replaced by "libguides" for post transformation survey).
3. I refer to the textbook worked out examples to understand how to solve problems.
4. I study from the PowerPoints uploaded for the chapters.
5. I use information available on the internet (eg. you-tube videos) to study for the course.
6. I learn from the homework questions.
7. I feel the available resources are adequate to prepare for an exam.
8. I feel the course concepts relate to engineering applications.
9. What suggestions do you have for improving the libguides (post transformation question only)?

In addition to satisfaction surveys mentioned above, retention and success rates before and after transformation will be compared. The withdrawal and failure (DWF) rates for the course, mid-term grades, final exam grades, correlation between homework scores and exam scores will be compared between semesters before and after transformation to measure the effect of the transformation on student success. In the class that the PI teaches, same final exam will be administered in semesters before and after transformation to compare student performance on course concepts before and after access to the transformed low-cost reading and learning materials. It is expected open-access materials will provide early access to reading materials and the formatted content will enhance students’ performance in the course.

Timeline
**June 2019:** Identify chapter learning goals and group the concepts in each chapter to create a skeleton for the lib-guides in the first half of June. An IRB approval will be submitted for conducting research with students for measuring effectiveness of transformation.

**June 2019 – August 2019:** In the second half of June, the chapters (learning objectives) will be divided between BN, DG and AS and they will select materials from OpenStax and other Open Educational Resources. In the month of July and August, several examples and applications that are suitable to engineering students will be designed (some will be curated, but most will be designed as there are no open access resources for engineering chemistry). This information will be gathered on google documents and any information that needs to be added to the curated material will be designed. This will also include securing copy right permissions for any materials that need exclusive permissions. Effective digital homework platform will be chosen and the homework will be aligned with the reformed textbook material.

**September 2019:** The curated materials will be will be given to LW for editing. At the end of the editing, this information will be given to our library liaison for creating library guides.

**October – December 2019:** Supplemental materials such as guided problem sets, PowerPoint slides for lectures and lecture guides will be designed by BN, DG, AS, edited by LW and given to out library liaison for creating library guides.

**Students will be given a survey at the end of the semester in December 2019 (this will be the pre-transformation survey).**

**January 2020 – May 2020:** CHEM 1310 will be taught using library guides. Students will be given a survey at the end of the semester (post transformation survey for Spring 2020). Results will be shared at STEM conferences and at other professional meetings.

For completeness, we will continue collecting post-transformation survey data in Fall 2020 as well and compare it with pre-transformation data from Fall 2019.

**Budget**
Dr. Beulah Narendrapurapu (5000$)

The PI will need the money as a compensation for time spent on designing and curating transformed textbook materials and supplemental materials for engineering chemistry. The PI will be involved in gathering data, submitting IRB, planning data collection and dissemination of the project results in STEM conferences. The PI will maintain and update the created course materials.

Dr. Debanjana Ghosh (5000$)

The co-PI will need the money as a compensation for time spent on designing and curating transformed textbook materials and supplemental materials for engineering chemistry. The co-PI in data collection and dissemination of project results STEM conferences.

Dr. Arpita Saha (5000$)

The co-PI will need the money as a compensation for time spent on designing and curating transformed textbook materials and supplemental materials for engineering chemistry. The co-PI will also be data collection and disseminating it in STEM conferences.

Leah Williams (2500$)

The personnel will assist with editing the reformed textbook and supplementary materials created by the PI and co-PIs. The faculty will also assist with submitting IRB applications and providing assessment advice.

Travel (800$)

The money will be spent on travel and registration expenses for sharing the results at STEM conferences.

Supplies (200$)

The money will be used for printing and office supplies for the team members.

Sustainability Plan

The transformation project will have a long lasting influence on how the CHEM 1310 course will be taught in future. All instructors for CHEM 1310 will use the transformed materials in conjunction with Sapling homework to teach the course. Based on future requirements and survey data gathered from students, the libguides repository will be continuously kept up-to-date. Since the PI is also the coordinator for the course, she will be responsible for gathering feedback from instructors teaching the course and for the maintaining and updating the course website with the help of the library liaison.

The project has a vast possibility for expansion as well. The curriculum based digital platform will allow us to explore the possibility of blended learning. In the future, the scope of self-assessment tests will be expanded by adding tutorial like feedback and adaptive learning questions.

The work will be shared with other campuses of Georgia Southern University. The results from our survey data will be presented at STEM conferences. The provision of materials online also allows the instructors of the course to gather data for tuning their pedagogy and conducting related scholarly activity.
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Date: April 05, 2019

From: Will Lynch, Department Chair
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

To:

On behalf of the Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry at Georgia Southern University, I am very pleased to be writing this letter of support for the Affordable Learning Georgia Textbook Transformation grant proposal authored by Drs. Beulah Narendrapurapu, Debanjana Gosh, Arpita Saha and Leah Williams of our department and Dawn Cannon-Rech from the Library. Their proposal, entitled, “Complete organization of textbook and study materials through a cost-effective alternative for Comprehensive General Chemistry Course (CHEM 1310) for Engineering Majors” intends to adopt a no-cost textbook to lower the cost of the book and ancillary materials by more than 75%, reducing the cost to approximately $30. This project will have a broad impact on our campus and beyond due to the large enrollments in CHEM 1310, a support course for the Allen E. Paulson College of Engineering and Computing. With over 600 students taking this course during a normal academic year, this adoption will have a significant impact on our students. Moreover, this team of faculty is well positioned to implement the project they have proposed and are the point faculty for instruction of this course.

It is important to point out that commercially available comprehensive texts are generally quite expensive and due to this barrier it may be an impediment to students purchasing the text and impacting their success. Thus developing lower cost alternatives to these traditional course materials will have a significant impact on our students and their performance in the course.

One important piece to every proposal is the sustainability of the project after the term of the grant. Our intent is that this group of faculty will remain intact as a working group to ensure regular updates of the materials that are the deliverables in the grant. The department requires is faculty to maintain professional development in their courses and continuation of the project and its outcomes will be supported by faculty workload within their normal assignments.

Georgia Southern recognizes the importance of engaging our students in STEM and the proposed project will further this objective. This will be accomplished by utilizing technology, course supplements and multimedia presentations outlined in this proposal to assist student success as well as providing a no-cost text for our students. I am very pleased to have the opportunity to support this project.

Sincerely,

Will E. Lynch,
Professor of Chemistry, Department Chair
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- The proposal form and narrative .docx file is for offline drafting and review. Submitters must use the InfoReady Review online form for proposal submission.
- The only way to submit the official proposal is through the online form in Georgia Tech’s InfoReady Review. The link to the online application is on the Round 14 RFP Page.
- The italic text we provide is meant for clarifications and can be deleted.
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original Total Cost Per Student</td>
<td>$180 ($124 for Mastering Chemistry e-text and homework; $56 for iClicker2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Project Cost Per Student</td>
<td>$35 (Sapling Homework platform including iClicker Reef)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Project Savings Per Student</td>
<td>$145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projected Total Annual Student Savings Per Academic Year</td>
<td>$90,480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using OpenStax Textbook?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Narrative Section

1. Project Goals

Georgia Southern University has a total enrollment of over 20,000 undergraduate students and we take pride in the fact that it is ranked #2 in Affordable Colleges in Georgia in 2018 and is in the top 25 producers of ACS certified BS degrees in Chemistry. However, for an average undergraduate student enrolled into the Freshman Year, the cost of textbooks and supplies can be shocking. **The goal of our project is to create affordable and robust major-oriented textbook materials for the lecture portion of the Comprehensive General Chemistry course (CHEM 1310) for engineering majors.** The College Board\(^1\) estimates that an average undergraduate student expenditure is approximately $1,200 on textbooks and supplies and the costs for engineering majors are even higher. Financial aid statistics in *US News*\(^2\) reports that 47.8% of the students at Georgia Southern university rely on self-help aid and there are still 31% of students who have unmet financial needs. Therefore, providing a low-cost or free-of-cost textbook option to students will not only decrease financial stress but also improve student learning by ensuring that students have access to course materials starting from the beginning of the semester.

While student savings is one of our goals for this project, our motivation for creating transformed textbook materials come from the need for material that focusses on engineering chemistry in the “Comprehensive General Chemistry” course (CHEM 1310), a required one-semester general chemistry course for Engineering majors. A majority of the general chemistry textbooks are not written from the perspective of teaching Engineering Majors and there is no open educational resource (OER) on general chemistry for Engineering Majors. Many students lack motivation to excel when the course objectives do not appear applicable to their academic major\(^3\). Also, the layout of traditional general chemistry textbooks designed for a two-semester schedule is not compatible with a condensed one-semester course. Also, Students with financial constraints delay buying the textbook which is critical for them to stay on course. This calls for a
dire need for collection and reorganization of material suited to the students enrolled in the course.

The main goals of this project are to:

1) Provide no-cost curriculum-based resources and supplemental materials in the form of online *libguides* hosted on the University’s library website.

2) Create homework problems and quizzes compatible with the reformed textbook on the low-cost *Sapling* digital homework system.
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3. [https://www.cmu.edu/teaching/solveproblem/strat-lackmotivation/lackmotivation-01.html](https://www.cmu.edu/teaching/solveproblem/strat-lackmotivation/lackmotivation-01.html)

2. Statement of Transformation

This proposal emphasizes a renovation and complete organization of course material for general chemistry curriculum for engineering majors (CHEM 1310) at Georgia Southern University’s Statesboro campus; this is a one-semester required science course for engineering majors. Every year, a total of approximately 576 students enroll for the Fall and Spring semesters, and with an additional enrollment of 48 students during the Summer term.

It is no secret that these days majority of students prefer to shuffle internet to get all the required understanding or information in order to prepare for the tests and/or assignments. They hardly consider printed text-book to look for answers. It is largely because of the convenience of searching an answer on a digital platform as compared to printed textbook. Over the years, we have observed that e-text book cannot be considered as an effective alternative since students are reluctant to look for any specific information since the existing e-textbook also does not provide interactive tool for learning and metacognition. In a survey conducted in Fall 2017, less
than 40% of the students reported buying the e-text for the course. Choosing an alternative textbook written solely for Engineering majors (“Chemistry for Engineering Majors” by Tom Holme) in one summer semester did not help either and students reported preferring online no-cost interactive tutorials. Also, we have often observed that at the beginning of the semester, students have difficulties arranging all the study materials due to their financial constraints and they largely rely on lecture materials to get through the process. In most occasions, for the mid-tier or struggling students, only PowerPoint lecture materials are not sufficient which is sadly reflected in the retention and DF rates (30-45% DWF rates). Studies also corroborate that not purchasing textbook increase the chance of failure or withdrawal from the course\(^4\). We would like to propose a complete organization of our study materials through a very cost effective alternative as compared to the current curriculum.

The proposal aims to replace the text book with guided and structured online supplemental materials hosted under the university library resources. These materials are designed in such a way that students will be encouraged to look into the materials for relevant information and guidance rather than incoherent probing of the internet. The foundational course materials will be developed based on learning objectives for each chapter and the material will be curated from Open Educational Resources (OER) (\url{https://www.oercommons.org/} including OpenStax). Additional inquiry-based learning resources with problem sets keeping engineering majors in mind will be provided by project team members. The greatness of OER materials with creative common open licenses, lies in the facts that we can reuse, recreate, reorganize and reapply as it fits to our required curriculum. Also a point to be noted is that all the examples so far published online, are largely focused on science majors and/or nursing majors. In our proposal, we would like to create several examples suitable for engineering majors and we eventually like to publish our materials for better good and for larger audience. These free supplemental materials will emphasize guided inquiry and provide all the relevant information to various forms of problem solving including videos & interactive simulations for key learning objectives of the course material. Transformation of the current, traditional general chemistry text-book for engineering majors to a no-cost course material will provide students...
online access to the aforementioned course materials from day-1 of the course with the aim of improving student learning and engagement.

In the Fall and Spring semesters, the course is taught in two large lecture classes (~192 students per class in Fall and 96 students per class in Spring). Currently, the courses uses an e-text (Chemistry, The Central Science 14th ed. by Brown/ Lemay/ Bursten/ Murphy/ Woodward/ Stoltzfus) integrated with the Modified Mastering Chemistry homework platform. The cost of the homework with e-text access code is $124. The large lecture classes also make it necessary for instructors to add effective formative assessment tools such as iClicker2 which add significantly to student costs for the lecture course to $180 ($56 being the cost of the iClicker2). With the reformed no-cost textbook and low cost homework system (Sapling), the cost reduces to $35 per student including a similar formative assessment tool, iClicker Reef (the tool costs only $5 when bought along with Sapling homework platform). The Sapling homework system is integrated with OpenStax which is where most of the material for our transformation will be curated from. This would mean a significant savings of $145 per student for the lecture portion of the course. Switching to reformed textbook materials integrated with less expensive digital homework platform and custom-made supplemental learning materials will surely provide a low-cost, wholesome learning experience to all our engineering majors enrolled in CHEM 1310.

Students will be able download all our created course materials. There is an ongoing dichotomy of opinion regarding the preference of printed text vs digital text. One study has shown that capabilities such as annotation, bookmarking, hypertexts and highlighting available for digital text emphasize aspects of learning such as recall, comprehension and retention of information. In order to account for useful digital capabilities as well as to give students a printed option, we will make the online materials print-friendly as well as have “download as pdf” functions.

Undoubtedly, stakeholders affected by such transformation will be largely students enrolled in CHEM 1310 and faculty teaching the course. As mentioned above, the transformation shall provide financial savings to students. Use of formatted and structured no-cost (or low cost) study materials shall provide a uniform learning and teaching experience to all our 624 students.
taught by any number of faculties. The outcome of this proposal will encourage faculties to use such study materials for other general chemistry curriculum for science and nursing majors at GSU’s Statesboro campus, since, currently, general chemistry curriculum is heavily focused on using high-cost, traditional text-book with digital homework system. We truly believe, that this ALG grant will provide a new pathway to our department of Chemistry and Biochemistry’s Statesboro campus to reconsider a cost effective and uniform learning experience to all our students enrolled into general chemistry curriculum. Finally, the benefit of using library subscription and OER in creating low-cost model lies in the proper utilization of university’s library resources which no doubt adds values to institutional investments along with the availability of most up-to-date content for our new proposed curriculum.
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3. Transformation Action Plan

Currently, there is no open access material dedicated only to the engineering students studying general chemistry. However, there are some open resources available for introductory chemistry course. We, as a team, strive towards that goal to compile necessary contents of Chemistry for Engineers that will replace the textbook for CHEM 1310 course. The contents will be curated from OpenStax and other Open Access Resources designed for General Chemistry. Our focus will be to select and modify material in a way that is relevant to Engineering majors in terms of both approach and examples. The curated material will be presented as libguides and students will be able to access the contents through Georgia Southern University’s GALILEO library facility. Additional supplemental materials such as guided problem sets and lecture guides
will also be provided. Homework assignments that match with the reformed textbook materials will be created on the Sapling platform.

OpenStax provides two open access books for Principles of Chemistry. The book, “Chemistry” is the most suited one for CHEM 1310 course and we intend to use that book as our primary resource (https://openstax.org/details/books/chemistry). Most of the contents of the book are adequate to deliver information on the related topics. However, some modifications will be made to meet the requirements of the course suitable for engineering students. For some topics, other open access resources that have a better presentation of content will be used.

Typically, in general chemistry, “Equilibrium”, “acids-base equilibrium” and “additional aspects of equilibrium” are taught as three separate chapters. However, in our transformed syllabus content, the three chapters will be consolidated into one chapter. The latter two chapters are applications of equilibrium concepts and a similar consolidation is used in the textbook “Chemistry for Engineering Majors” by Tom Holme. This modification will help the engineering majors to identify the primary concept and apply it for solving problems related to several practical applications such as preparation of buffer solutions for dyeing fabrics and treating industrial waste.

For the CHEM 1310, following chapters will be included from OpenStax:

1. **New Chapter 1: Matter and Measurements**
   Contents will be selected and edited from OpenStax Chapter 1: Essential Ideas.
2. **New Chapter 2: Atoms, Molecules and Ions**
   Will be used with minor editions to OpenStax Chapter 2
3. **New Chapter 3: Chemical Reactions, Mole Concept and Stoichiometry**
   Contents will be selected and edited from Chapter 3 and 4 from OpenStax.
4. **New Chapter 4: Thermochemistry**
   Contents will be selected and edited from OpenStax Chapter 5: Thermochemistry
5. **New Chapter 5: Gases**
   Selected and edited from Chapter 9: Gases from OpenStax
6. **New Chapter 6: Intermolecular Forces, Solution and Colligative properties**
Selected and edited from Chapters 10 and 11 from OpenStax.

7. New Chapter 7: Chemical Kinetics
   Will be used with minor editions to Chapter: 12 from OpenStax.

8. New Chapter 8: Chemical Equilibrium and its Applications
   Contents will be selected and edited from Chapter: 13, 14, 15 of OpenStax.

9. New Chapter 9: Thermodynamics
   Use as it is from Chapter: 16 from OpenStax.

10. New Chapter 10: Electrochemistry
    Contents will be selected and edited from Chapter: 17 from OpenStax.

The team comprises of four faculty members, Dr. Beulah Narendrapurapu (BN), Dr. Debanjana Ghosh (DG), Dr. Arpita Saha (AS), Dr. Leah Williams (LW) and a library liaison, Ms. Dawn Cannon-Rech (DC). The faculties, BN, DG have taught CHEM 1310 (as well as other Principles of Chemistry courses) and BN is the coordinator for the CHEM 1310 course. AS and LW have taught Principles of Chemistry I and II (CHEM 1211K and 1212K) and Survey of Chemistry I (CHEM 1151) courses multiple times at Georgia Southern University.

Under the leadership of BN, the team will share responsibilities as follows:

- BN, DG and LW will be primarily involved in curating, creating and organizing reformed textbook and supplemental materials for the course. The faculty will be involved in creating bridges between any curated materials collected from two different resources and establishing continuity. They will be responsible for designing qualitative and quantitative evaluations of the transformation, gathering data and dissemination of the resources to faculty at Georgia Southern University and at professional conferences.

- LW will be involved in assisting with Institutional Review Board (IRB) applications for data collection, editing the transformed materials and providing assessment advice.

- DC will be involved in compiling the materials into libguides and for creating open-access to CHEM 1310 students.
The transformation will involve the following steps:

**Organize:**

i. Identify chapter learning goals and group concepts within chapters to create a skeleton for the lib-guides (responsible personnel: BN, DG).

**Reformed textbook chapters (as libguides):**

ii. Curate the course chapters by extracting information from OpenStax and other Open Educational Resources. Curate and create examples that are relevant to the needs of engineering students (responsible personnel: BN, DG, AS).

iii. Edit the created content (responsible personnel: LW).

iv. Arrange these reformed materials as libguides for easy student access (responsible personnel: DC).

**Supplementary materials:**

v. Create guided numerical problems with solutions and also self-assessment questions with hints for each chapter as part of supplementary material (responsible personnel: BN, DG, AS).

vi. Create PowerPoint slides that align with the redesigned content for use by instructors teaching CHEM 1310 (responsible personnel: BN, DG).

vii. Create lecture guides for chapters (responsible personnel: BN).

viii. Edit and provide all the supplemental material also as libguides (responsible personnel: LW, DC).

**Homework:**

ix. Explore Sapling digital platform and create relevant homework problems that align with the newly designed course material (responsible personnel: BN, DG, AS).

**IRB and Data Collection:**

x. Apply for IRB for collecting pre- and post- transformation data. Administer student surveys in CHEM 1310 course (responsible personnel: LW, BN).
4. Quantitative and Qualitative Measures

The satisfaction of the students will be measured by asking students to fill out surveys with questions related to how helpful the open access materials were in the learning of material and preparation for exams. In order to properly compare the current satisfaction of students using a textbook with satisfaction of students who would use libguides in the future, the PI will ask students to answer the following questions at the end of semesters before transformation (Fall 2019) and semesters after transformation (Spring 2020, Fall 2020).

Example of questions that will be asked before transformation (as multiple choice)

1) Did you buy the textbook for the course? Yes/No
   If Yes, when was the textbook bought?
   Week-1   week-2   week-3   week-4   later in the semester

   Questions 2-8 will be answered on a Likert scale:
   Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly Disagree.

2) I read the textbook to understand the course material (“textbook” will be replaced by “libguides” for post transformation survey).
3) I refer to the textbook worked out examples to understand how to solve problems.
4) I study from the PowerPoints uploaded for the chapters.
5) I use information available on the internet (eg. you-tube videos) to study for the course.
6) I learn from the homework questions.
7) I feel the available resources are adequate to prepare for an exam.
8) I feel the course concepts relate to engineering applications.

9) What suggestions do you have for improving the libguides (post transformation question only)?
In addition to satisfaction surveys mentioned above, retention and success rates before and after transformation will be compared. The withdrawal and failure (DWF) rates for the course, mid-term grades, final exam grades, correlation between homework scores and exam scores will be compared between semesters before and after transformation to measure the effect of the transformation on student success. In the class that the PI teaches, same final exam will be administered in semesters before and after transformation to compare student performance on course concepts before and after access to the transformed low-cost reading and learning materials. It is expected open-access materials will provide early access to reading materials and the formatted content will enhance students’ performance in the course.

5. Timeline

**June 2019:** Identify chapter learning goals and group the concepts in each chapter to create a skeleton for the lib-guides in the first half of June. An IRB approval will be submitted for conducting research with students for measuring effectiveness of transformation.

**June 2019 – August 2019:** In the second half of June, the chapters (learning objectives) will be divided between BN, DG and AS and they will select materials from OpenStax and other Open Educational Resources. In the month of July and August, several examples and applications that are suitable to engineering students will be designed (some will be curated, but most will be designed as there are no open access resources for engineering chemistry). This information will be gathered on google documents and any information that needs to be added to the curated material will be designed. This will also include securing copy right permissions for any materials that need exclusive permissions. Effective digital homework platform will be chosen and the homework will be aligned with the reformed textbook material.

**September 2019:** The curated materials will be given to LW for editing. At the end of the editing, this information will be given to our library liaison for creating library guides.
October – December 2019: Supplemental materials such as guided problem sets, PowerPoint slides for lectures and lecture guides will be designed by BN, DG, AS, edited by LW and given to the library liaison for creating library guides.

Students will be given a survey at the end of the semester in December 2019 (this will be the pre-transformation survey).

January 2020 – May 2020: CHEM 1310 will be taught using library guides. Students will be given a survey at the end of the semester (post transformation survey for Spring 2020). Results will be shared at STEM conferences and at other professional meetings. For completeness, we will continue collecting post-transformation survey data in Fall 2020 as well and compare it with pre-transformation data from Fall 2019.

6. Budget

Dr. Beulah Narendrapurapu ($5000)
The PI will need the money as a compensation for time spent on designing and curating transformed textbook materials and supplemental materials for engineering chemistry. The PI will be involved in gathering data, submitting IRB, planning data collection and dissemination of the project results in STEM conferences. The PI will maintain and update the created course materials.

Dr. Debanjana Ghosh ($5000)
The co-PI will need the money as a compensation for time spent on designing and curating transformed textbook materials and supplemental materials for engineering chemistry. The co-PI in data collection and dissemination of project results STEM conferences.
Dr. Arpita Saha (5000$)
The co-PI will need the money as a compensation for time spent on designing and curating transformed textbook materials and supplemental materials for engineering chemistry. The co-PI will also be data collection and disseminating it in STEM conferences.

Leah Williams (2500$)
The personnel will assist with editing the reformed textbook and supplementary materials created by the PI and co-PIs. The faculty will also assist with submitting IRB applications and providing assessment advice.

Travel (800$)
The money will be spent on travel and registration expenses for sharing the results at STEM conferences.

Supplies (200$)
The money will be used for printing and office supplies for the team members.

7. Sustainability Plan

The transformation project will have a long lasting influence on how the CHEM 1310 course will be taught in future. All instructors for CHEM 1310 will use the transformed materials in conjunction with Sapling homework to teach the course. Based on future requirements and survey data gathered from students, the libguides repository will be continuously kept up-to-date. Since the PI is also the coordinator for the course, she will be responsible for gathering feedback from instructors teaching the course and for the maintaining and updating the course website with the help of the library liaison.

The project has a vast possibility for expansion as well. The curriculum based digital platform will allow us to explore the possibility of blended learning. In the future, the scope of self-assessment tests will be expanded by adding tutorial like feedback and adaptive learning questions.
The work will be shared with other campuses of Georgia Southern University. The results from our survey data will be presented at STEM conferences. The provision of materials online also allows the instructors of the course to gather data for tuning their pedagogy and conducting related scholarly activity.

Note: Letter of Support
A letter of support must be provided from the sponsoring area (unit, office, department, school, library, campus office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs, etc.) that will be responsible for receipt and distribution of funding. Letters must reference sustainability. In the case of multi-institutional affiliations, all participants’ institutions/departments must provide a letter of support.